ipers Comprehension

Answers

Climate Change

Smog is a word made up by blending which two others?

Circle your answer

mist and smoke

fog and pollution

fog and smoke

Which two countries have agreed to take more action on climate change?

USA and China
What is the name of the president of the USA?
In which country was the Paris Agreement signed?

Joe Biden
France

By how much have they agreed to reduce carbon emissions? Circle your answer
78%

14%

Aviation refers to which kind of vehicles?

74%

Aeroplanes/Aircaft

(Clue - Aviation comes from the latin word for bird)

Explain why it is important that newspapers include sources such as
climatetrade.com

So readers can find out further information
So that readers can check that the reported info is
accurate
Design your own poster
which persuades people
to look after the
environment.

etrieval focus

Helicopter Flies on Mars
What does NASA stand for?

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
What is the name of the small helicopter that has flown on Mars?

Ingenuity
When did Perseverance land on Mars?

February

What is Olympus Mons and how big is it?

A Volcano and it is 15 miles or 24km high
Is Mars larger or smaller than the Earth?

Smaller

Can you name all of the planets in our solar system?
Label the diagram below.

Venus

Mercury

Earth

Saturn

Mars

Jupiter

Neptune

Uranus

Pluto

ocabulary Focus

Circle the correct definition of habitat.
A place where animals can find
food and water.

A man-made environment such as a
cage or tank to keep animals in.
The natural home or environment
of an animal, plant, or other organism.

Circle two synonyms of restriction.
liberation

constraint

limitation

release

Write your own definition for the word vulnerable.

Any acceptable answer which includes being at risk

Where do arboreal animals live?

in trees

Circle the synonyms of thrive
flourish

reduce

diminish

prosper

True or False?
The one-horned rhinoceros is also known as the African Rhinoceros.

False

There are only around 3,500 one-horned rhinos left in the world.

True

Poachers hunt rhino for their horns.

True

Dormice were once extinct in Lancashire.

False

ipers Comprehension

What kind of film is a documentary?

Any answer which mentions
non-fiction, factual etc

What is the name of the film's director?

Viktor Kossakovsky
Name 3 cities where the film has already been shown.

Berlin, New York, Adelaide
How can you tell that critics have enjoyed the film?
(Refer to the text in your answer)

Berlin, New York, Adelaide
Explain why the newspaper uses questions in the opening paragraphs of
this story.

Any answers which refer to
drawing the reader in or making
the reader think
Can you unscramble the titles of these animal books?
whaberlto's
cet

aetuk
cblyab

pte
seehg-hpi

obebey
let

by E.B.
White

by Anna
Sewell

by Dick
King-Smith

by M.G.
Leonard

Black Beauty

The Sheep - Pig

Charlotte's Web

Beetle Boy

etrieval focus

1828

In what year did London Zoo open?

Approximately, how many people attended the first ever
game at Wembley Stadium?
300,000
What was the name of the first President of the United
States of America?

George Washington

The first person to reach the North Pole whilst travelling
alone was from which country?
Japan
In which year was Spongebob Squarepants first shown on
Nickelodeon?

1999

Where in the world?

The following countries are mentioned in 'This Week in History."
Can you draw an arrow to each on on the map below?
USA
England

Belgium

Ukraine

Japan

Tanzania

etrieval focus

Which Italian clubs announced they would be part of the Super League?

AC Milan, Inter Milan, Juventus
Why has the Super League proposal come to an end?

English clubs pulled out due to protests
Which year was Mark Cavendish's most successful?

2009

When were Leicester last in the FA Cup Final?

1969

nference focus

What did the breakaway club owners want more of?

Money

Do you think all of the breakaway club owners were sorry?
Explain why you think this with reference to the text.

They have not all apologised. The paper says some them
have apologised for their actions.
What animal do you think is on the Leicester City team badge?

foxes

Can you name the Premier League clubs from their badges?
Fulham

Wolverhampton
Wanderers

Aston Villa

Tottenham
Hotspur

Southampton

